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happening right now is called "piggybacking". If your initial contact is not interested, ask whether she can refer you to another reporter who is more appropriate. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 6 to 14 are not shown in this preview. Choosing good media opportunities Media publicity is, in many ways, an opportunistic activity.Ã Given the speed
with which news events are reported these days, you've got to seize an opportunity for media attention whenever you can. Don't wait around! Certain situations will make it easier to get media coverage because your work has greater "news value", or interest, to the public. Don¢ÃÂÂt call at the last minute, unless you have breaking news.Ã Know
when reporters¢ÃÂÂ deadlines are, and respect them.Ã Give them plenty of time to do the best possible job on your story. An example would be a story on drug dealing that goes on in a housing project but remains poorly investigated by police. After all, the newspaper has many sections: a news reporter may not be interested in a soccer
championship story, but the sports reporter will be. Always have the answers for reporters¢ÃÂÂ questions and get back to them right away ¢ÃÂÂ respect their deadlines and help them meet them.This may mean dropping everything and not finishing another task you planned for the day, but it is worth it. If you have no idea who to contact first, try out
your pitch on the news or general assignment editors. A celebrity-supported story or event: Is there a famous or locally well-known person already with or willing to lend his or her name to the issue? You are building relationships and a reputation that will encourage reporters to call you to find out what¢ÃÂÂs going on and help get their attention
when you want to make a pitch. You only have a few moments to capture interest. Perhaps you can provide a story about the first collaboration of a city between the university, community and local residents. If you disclose comprehensive documents or reports, have an executive summary and a press release. Make sure that your statistics and “social
mathematics” (for example, “This is enough to fill the Shea Stadium”) are accurate. Although their problems are important, they may not seem "newness". A breakthrough: What's new or different in this story? They can provide cheap and immediate coverage of your problems They can connect you with the largest and most diverse audiences They
give you the possibility of continuous and in-depth coverage of your issues, since you provide stories that sell News stories add credibility to your work, since they are much more widely believed than advertising They offer a wide variety of strategies to communicate your message They can provide a fairly comprehensive explanation of your issue or
description of your organization and your work They are free advertising Providing "new" stories The fact is that most of today's public health and community development concerns have been around for a long time. You can download the paper by clicking the button above. News is a written or recorded article (or occasionally live) or interview that
informs the audience about current events, concerns or ideas. You don’t usually write the story – although sometimes the local media use exactly what the words you give – but you provide story ideas for journalists who then take their idea to create the story as it appears. Organizations involved in advocacy, whether this is their main goal or simply a
way to gain support for the work they do, often throw stories to the media. PlaceFrom news it can be the cheapest and most effective way to bring your message to the pill, and, through them, to the policies and financiers. This section provides provides Guidelines for recognizing or creating notion related to their work that appeal to the mother and
the bullshit, and to persuade the means of communication to publish or transmit these stories. It is a good idea to have your notion article already framed, or to fit in one of those notes when you get in touch with a repair; In this way, journalists can be more likely to report the story in their own way. Keep working to maintain your relationships and
credibility with the means of communication, and continue to launch stories for them you can even define a goal of obtaining stories to print a species of times a year, or to enter In contact with your friends in Momia just to update them about what is happening in their organization and with your problem. Stories can or do not leave these contacts,
but they keep the Mother informed about you and their work, and make them more ready to work on stories when they appear. The defense of the mother is not an effort: it is a long term effort, and must continue as long as its organization needs support to “indefinitely. They will appreciate good history ideas, even if they cannot follow this day or
week. Wallack, Dorfman, Jerniagan, and Themba (see features) suggest ten types of "angular" notes, or approaches, for a news event that takes a journalist's eye: a history of birthday: this story can be associated with a local, national or tonic or historical event? This is a reason that press communications can be a good tool to spread the word. Having
other aligned interview issues (for example, a real â € œIn € that can count a personal story, an impartial expert, such as an academic that can explain the law, or the researcher who analyzed the data.) Plan a step of action you show how you propose to solve the that you brought to light. The reporter's gonna take your ass off. Become a “go to”
organization for the media Be a fast, reliable and credible source for news. Some ofOccasions include: local, regional or national events that are well linked to the work of their organization. The opening day of a national conference on adolescent pregnancy, for example, is a good time to highlight your work on the same question. Have your
background and leaves of a page that describe the problem (and solution) ready to go. You should also read the paps that you would like to be inside. A mother teaching night is a perfect time to perform an article about the prevenment of teenage pregnancy (since the night of the ball may correspond to the increase in teenage sexual relationship) or
one Article about the relationship between the consumption of Álcool (which is common in the night of the ball) and adolescent sexuality. If you receive an answer mother, leave a substantive message with a number of call back. A local milestone may be specific for an organization. A graduation of the equivalence of teaching, the conclusion of a
course of employment form, the successful end of an initiative, the granting of a scholarship or main contract “Any of these could be the occasion of a story of notion of local interest. An example of a harsh notice is an article on the alarming increase in HIV cases in heterosexual women. And why is this important? The birthday in question can be a
connected to its organization as well. It is an important milestone when a community -based organization survives for five or ten years, or even more. Target reporters who will be interested in their notioned features like The Yellow Show Book that hits reporters cover and consultants can give it lead to friendly contacts. In the case of you are not
having a story of breaking to play on the Plate of Mom, you have to make your notion. For example, why minority population often cannot obtain the same types of housing emphasis as people as people of class Mother © Dia? Remember that the factories are in the business of finding noticeables. In addition to these, notionic stories can be
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noitazinagro ruoy yb Ask an idea of the story unless you are ready to provide everything she needs to write the story means: Prepare a pitch script of what you will say on your phone or email. Learn how to create news, releases, and warnings that will have the most appeal from the media, along with strategies to get media publication or
transmission. transmission.
New Journalism is a style of news writing and journalism, developed in the 1960s and 1970s, that uses literary techniques unconventional at the time.It is characterized by a subjective perspective, a literary style reminiscent of long-form non-fiction. Using extensive imagery, reporters interpolate subjective language within facts whilst immersing
themselves in the stories as they reported … New Journalism is a style of news writing and journalism, developed in the 1960s and 1970s, that uses literary techniques unconventional at the time.It is characterized by a subjective perspective, a literary style reminiscent of long-form non-fiction. Using extensive imagery, reporters interpolate subjective
language within facts whilst immersing themselves in the stories as they reported … Journalistic ethics and standards comprise principles of ethics and good practice applicable to journalists. This subset of media ethics is known as journalism's professional "code of ethics" and the "canons of journalism". The basic codes and canons commonly appear
in statements by professional journalism associations and individual print, broadcast, and online news … Journalistic ethics and standards comprise principles of ethics and good practice applicable to journalists. This subset of media ethics is known as journalism's professional "code of ethics" and the "canons of journalism". The basic codes and
canons commonly appear in statements by professional journalism associations and individual print, broadcast, and online news …
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